LC Push-Pull Uniboot Connectors

QUICKER AND EASIER EXTRACTION FOR HD PACKAGING

- IMPROVED DESIGN WITH A PRECISE GRIP FOR EASY EXTRACTION
- SIMPLE CLICK & FLIP POLARITY CHANGE

Features and Specifications
- Improved design for quicker and easier extraction
- Click and flip polarity change requires no jig/tools
- Eliminates fiber exposure during polarity change process
- IEC-61754-20
- Fiber Type: SM (9/125), MM (50/125, 62.5/125)
- Application Mode: SM, MM, APC
- Insertion Loss: 0.3dB or lower
- Return Loss: 55dB or more UPC, 65dB or more APC

CLICK & FLIP POLARITY CHANGE PROCESS

Step 1: CLICK to unlock bottom latch with finger
Step 2: Extract the latch from Uniboot
Step 3: FLIP the connector body 180°
Step 4: Push the latch back in until CLICK locks it in

Available in a Variety Colors: [Colors]
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